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SURE CAVITY™ (SC 5016 OR SC 5032 OR SCMM 2516 OR SCMM 2532) OR GRAVITY CAVITY™ (GC 1816 OR GC 1832)

THIN VENEER STONE WALL FENCE
CMU INSTALLATION - FULL END VIEW

FABRIC TO FACE THE WEATHER

SURE CAVITY™ (SC 5016 OR SC 5032 OR SCMM 2516 OR SCMM 2532) OR GRAVITY CAVITY™ (GC 1816 OR GC 1832)

APPLICATION TO BE COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER’S SPECIFICATIONS.
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THIN VENEER STONE SET IN MORTAR BED AND MORTAR JOINTS
5/8" TO 3/4" SCRATCH COAT
SELF FURRING EXPANDED METAL LATH
APPLY APPROPRIATE MOISTURE RESISTANT COATING AS PER LOCAL CODE AND CLIMATE CONDITION
STRUCTURAL STEEL AS REQUIRED
REINFORCED CMU OR POURLED CONCRETE WALL
L&R WEEP SCREED™ (LR 3501)
4" - 6" ABOVE GRADE

POURED FOUNDATION
SLOPE TOP OF WALL TO DRAIN ON BOTH SIDES

FROST DEPTH IF REQUIRED
SITE GRADE
SITE GRADE

POURED FOUNDATION
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